
A CELEBRATION OF  WINE

IN SUMMARY



The Great Fermentation is...
...an attraction that defines a 
new paradigm for experiential 
exhibitions, shattering the barriers 
of immersive entertainment.

Through a series of hands-on and minds-on 
immersive experiences, guests will experience the 
stories behind one of the world’s oldest libations. 
Each gallery has been designed to uncover the 
personal preferences of guests and will arm them 
with tips to navigate their future wine explorations. 

The goal is to prepare guests to engage with the 
complex world of wine and not be intimidated 
by mountains of information, stigmas, and other 
unnecessary barriers. In the end, the goal is to 
discover the wines you actually love, regardless 
of what others may think they know about your 
tastes,  or what others think you should love.



The topics of agriculture, wine production, and flavor are 
incredibly rich in mission based Practical Science and History.

 • Chemistry
 • Geology
 • Biology
 • Climatology
 • Viticulture
 • Physics
 • World History
 • Popular Culture
 • World Culture

Educational content

Chemistry of Wine Making



Wine industry annual reports continue to tell us: 

• Approx. 40% of the American population drink wine
• Largest wine consuming generations are Millennials and Baby Boomers followed       
 closely by Gen X
• Americans prefer wine to beer, even with popularity of craft beer
• American consumers of wine are 57% female and 43% male
• 85% of all wine drinkers consider themselves at an intermediate      
 knowledge level

Target demographic

- 23-40 + 53-71 woman + men 
(no worries, Gen-X 40-53 are in the sweet spot too)

Wine Demographic



Few experiences currently are reaching wine’s highly 
interested demographic.

• Current exhibitions on wine for adults are curated for the seasoned wine   
 drinkers instead of enticing new visitors
• The industry is prime for a change following the explosion in the brewery   
 and distillery industries 
• Topic is capable of reaching 40% of the adult population, this is proven on   
 mission and content rich
• Highly recognizable content, the branding is simple and strong, everyone   
 knows wine
• Very attractive topic and highly sought after demographic for sponsors
• High return visitation 
• Opportunity for new memberships and consumers

An experience in support of the wine makers 

Geology or Wine Making



People of all ages are looking for meaningful, unique, and 
educational experiences.

• On mission, interactive programing, playfully grown-up
• 85% of wine drinkers assume they do not know much about wine and want to   
 know more
• The vast majority of wine consumers choose wine by the label and/or the price 
• Monthly after hour educational events at cultural institutions have been   
 popular around the country, with new evening events often selling out
• Guests spend between $20 - $45 for evening events
• Geek is chic and nerdy is cool, learning while having fun is a new norm

An experience supporting wine lovers

Museum After Hours Events



The Great Fermentation
A groundbreaking, world-class education based 

entertainment specifically developed for adult guests.

The Great Fermentation Prototype Pentasensory Theatre



Interactive Entry

The mission of The Great Fermentation is to demystify wine and invite 
guests on a playful, personal, sensory-rich, delightfully facilitated 
journey of self-discovery.

• Invites guests on an exciting journey of discovery, tastes, preferences
• Provide direct connections flavors in wine have to the wine-making process
• Gives people the opportunity to discover the delicious world of wine 
• Encourage the confidence needed to take enjoy the journey on a personally rewarding level 



The Magic Cellar

A safe space to explore as you choose

Exploring perception through science of the mind and the beauty of physics, 
TGF encourages the guest to Discover themselves through math and biology.

• Beautiful elegance entwined with playful discovery like the perfect crossword puzzle
• Media of masters in the fields of wine, food, and science introduce the exhibition



Land of Discovery

Exploring wine with the winemakers
From viticulture to geology to chemistry 
to biology to psychology, 

guests discover The mysteries the wine 
they love and why.

• Each topic is represented by a real vineyard   
 and the family who runs it
• Joyful interactives engage guests viscerally
 by teaching with the guests own hands and   
 tongues and noses
• Every topic is steeped in scientific process,   
 enlightening even master winos



Tasting Room

Exploration of taste and smell

Knowing what flavors you are attracted to is most 
interesting when applied to the beverage we love

• A sophisticated international spot where wine regions are explored
• Taste wines aligned with the exhibition experience
• Welcoming and encouraging scientific experimentation
• New regions and wines showcased every month for retuning explorers
• Exclusive events for VIPs and members



Pentasensory

The next best thing to being in wine country is the Pentasensory

360º technology, with full sensory show control, acts like a time machine taking 
guests anywhere in the wine world

• A perfect climactic conclusion bridging TGF with the real world
• New regions showcased every five weeks aligning with the tavern, parings, films, talks, and vineyards
• Events and holiday specials
• Sophisticated and unique personal experiences



The Vineyard

The next step: go explore the vineyards!

Seeing the vineyards from around the world, tasting their wines, 
knowing the people who make it, primes the curiosity

• Real vineyard and on premises tastings with the winemakers is the perfect next step
• What was learned in the exhibition is observed outside in practice in the    
 neighboring vineyards
• For many, their first vineyard experiences, and first memberships



Our research includes:

• Published annual studies 
• Wine maker, seller, and distributer interviews
• Prototype of The Great Fermentation attended by 14,000 guests in 5 weeks
• Daily surveys and one-on-one focus groups over 5 weeks 
• Marketing analysis by two marketing firms
• Professional focus groups and interviews
• Conversations with real estate owners, consultants, media production       
  companies, foreign embassies, wine museums, wine distributors, and wine clubs

A bespoke experience specifically for this 
demographic



A C ele bration of Wine

For further information including:
• Full Concept Documents

• Financial Assumptions

• Feasibility Review

• Market Research

• Business Model
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